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BEFORE

	

Read these excerpts from an article by Chester Bowles, former U.S . Ambassador
YOU V07E to India, published in The NewYorkTimes Magazine .

Among authorities on world affairs there is increasing concern over the steady
weakening of our international position . The new Soviet tactics can be successfull y
met, they say, only by a fundamental switch in some of our present policies. On the
other hand, the political experts are equally certain that such a switch in an election
year is impossible .

Most of our security eggs throughout the world are still bluntly placed in a mil-
itary basket . Of the $37 billion appropriated in the fiscal year of 1955 for the
implementation of American foreign policy, 99 per cent will still be spent under the
directions of the Pentagon.

In Europe : It has become clear that the Russians will continue to reject any
reunification plan that adds the military and industrial strength of 70,000,000 Ger-
mans to that of the West . Unless we soon develop a more realistic position, Moscow
may achieve a Germany united by Soviet action, tied closely to the Communist bloc by
massive trade concessions, or at best neutral against the West .

In crucial, strategic India the Soviet Union and China are also making a shrew d
effort to develop closer relationships . The Indian Government remains strongly demo-
cratic and it is making admirable economic and political progress . Yet it is sensitive
to the criticism of misinformed Americans, it is ready for the moment to believe the
best of both Moscow and Peiping, and it is subject to one of the most persuasiv e
programs of international seduction that has ever been launched . India's recent
feelers in Washington for a major long-term loan to assure the success of its secon d
five-year plan appear to have received little encouragement so far .

Japan is often regarded as our most dependable ally in Asia. Yet it is doubtful
whether our political and military relationship with Japan can at present be describe d
as more than a marriage of convenience . The Japanese have made a spectacular, coura-
geous recovery from the war, and we can be proud of our contribution to that recovery .
But Japanese opposition to American military bases and the garrisoning of troops i s
intense and increasing .

Moreover, Japan's economic dilemma remains unresolved . Pressures for closer trade
relations with the Communist world are growing, even though such relations are unlikely
in any substantial degree to ease Japan's need for markets .

In Africa we face a smoldering continent of the most vital strategic importance
to our future. In North Africa a divided and wobbly French (overnment plus 200,00 0
French troops are striving to *void an ugly reenactment of the debacle of Indochina .

Our five Moroccan air bases, built at a cost of $1 billion, are on the edge of a

revolution .
Yet here, as elsewhere in Africa, our policymakers appear baffled by formidable

opposing pressures of expedi@ncy and principle . If they support even the most respon-
sible independence movements, our colony-controlling NATO allies are immediately re-
sentful . If, on the other hand, they support the status quo, we run contrary to ou r
colonial traditions and worsen our already shaky relations with the Asian-Arab-Africa n
nations which constitute the majority of mankind .

In the United Nations there are disturbing implications for the future .
A Soviet-Arab-Asian anti-colonial voting association has emerged in the U .N . and

the bonds which hold it together appear to be growing in strength . Only a few addi-
tional votes are needed to turn this coalition into a dependable majority .

This brief and inevitably oversimplified global review discloses a disturbing
series of weaknesses, present and potential, in our world position . Yet to sugarcoa t
them or to attempt to blink them out of existence mould be folly . Some may be eased

in the months Ahead, but others may worsen . None of them can be dealt with glibly ,
easily, painlessly or cheaply .

Instead of fearing the new Soviet tactics, we should welcome them . Economic de-
velopment, politics and ideas are part and parcel of our democratic system . Our ad-
versary has shifted the competition to a testing-ground where our strength has bee n
proved . We can accept the new challenge with confidence .

To refocus Congressional and public opinion on the vastly broader challenge whic h

now confronts America will call for bold leadership and a sense of enlightened, crea-
tive bipartisanship . The creation of a dynamic expanding democratic world movemen t
based on a solid economic and political foundation, and dedicated to peace and stabil-
ity cannot be purchased in a diplomatic bargain basement . Let it not be said b y

future historians that in the second decade after World War II freedom throughout th e

world died of a balanced budget .



PERSONALS

	

Helen Ely Brill, Buffalo, has received from the University of Buffalo it s
first Frontier Award, given for her outstanding work on behalf of inter-

national understanding through organized hos pitality to-foreign students resident i n
Buffalo and to international visitors on short stays . Her interest in this work began
when sha lived in Nei? York following the war . There she served on a committee of sim-

liar concerns at Friends Center .

Gelston McNeil of the "':ohawk Valley Peace Council is hitchhiking through Europ e

this summer and E. Lewis B . Curtis of the Otsego County Council is travelling in Italy .
They will bring back fresh and interesting impressions which they will be glad to share .
Curtis is a professor at the State Teachers College in Oneonta; McNeil is director of
the Overseas Friendship Center in Utica . Here is program material for your group in

the fail.

REASSURANCE

		

On June 12, 1956, from the National Academy of Sciences in Washing-

WITH RESERVATIONS ton, D . C., a committee of more than 100 scientific specialist s
reported on the biologic effects of atomic radiation.

The total radiation peril was described as two-pronged : (1) shortened lives for
the living generation and (2) genetic mutations that will bequeath to future genera-
tions weak eyesight, lowered resistance to infection, mental debility, and other unpre-
dictable deficiencies . Births of large numbers of monsters and physical freaks ar e
not to be expected, now or later .

Discussion in Parliament, where a similar report was presented, emphasized tha t
Strontium 90, the most damaging of the bomb debris elements, is specifically known to
create skeletal and blood cancers . -- (SRI, 7/7/56 )

What kind of security do our bomb tests provide for the future ?

ON THE BALANCE Forman Cousins, with his gift for succinct statement, has said rightly :
OF TERROR

	

"At best the world is now betting that the terror will be so great tha t
• .

	

it will produce peace . In itself this is a form of insanity--like
magnifying imbecility in an attempt to produce reason . "

NET USE

	

Remember Browning's challenge :
FOR OLD MEN

	

"Grow old along with me ,
The best is yet to be . "

In these days Then there is se much tan: 'beet the role of "our senio r
citizens," here is a hopeful suggestion : "Dr. Eugene

	

Cronkite, head of experimental
pathology at the Brookhaven Laboratory, told Congress that 'fertile young men' should
be spared from civil defense duties exposing them to large amounts of radiation . Be-
cause of the impact of radiation on human reproduction, the work should be assigned t o
those 'who have passed the age of conceiving .'"

VERSE FOR
VACATION TIME

The horse, the cow, the donkey
And Farmer George's boar

Were heatedly discussing
The old, old theme of war .
The horse said superciliously :
"We are the chosen breed .
Since Adam was a boy, no man
Made war without a steed! "

The cow held forth unendingly
Of butter milk and cheese .

She said "How could they do withou t
Such strengthening foods as these ,
The men may have no powde r
And very little shot ,
But there's nothing like a beefsteak
To keep their courage hot :"

The pig he said a-grunting :
"My sausages and ham s

Give strength for King and Fatherland
To poilus and God-dams .
A war without my trotter s
Or streaky bacon slice
Would be as inconceivabl e
As carnage without lice! "

But Neddie brayed right joyfully
And kicked his heels in glee ;

"The guy that's indispensabl e
Dear comrades, that is ME:
For one thing's sticking out a mile ,
Now as in days of yore ,
That's : If there were noasse s
There.could never be a war . "

-- From De Kareoler (magazine of the Netherland s
Association of Military Tar Victims) .
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